Dear Test Candidates/Parents/Coaches:

for May 5, 2021 Tests

Test Sessions still look a little different this year due to the continuing health crisis and guidelines and
restrictions published by the CDC and the PA Dept. of Health. By choosing to skate and test during the global
pandemic, you are accepting the inherent risks and waiving the Philadelphia Skating Club of any liability for
contracting the disease.
Please continue to follow the procedures which have been in place since the Club reopened, the testing
procedures we set up earlier, as well as any changes in the PA Guidelines.
Do not come to PSC&HS if you are not feeling well, are showing any signs or symptoms of coronavirus, have a
temperature above 100.4 F, have been in close contact with someone who has been diagnosed or is showing
symptoms of coronavirus or being tested for Covid-19, have traveled or been in close contact with someone
who has traveled outside the US or to a hot spot state within the last two weeks, or have been medically directed
to self-quarantine due to possible exposure to Covid-19, or have had trouble breathing and flu-like symptoms
within the past 48 hours, including fever, cough or shortness of breath. Please also follow PA Guidelines on
out-of-state travel regarding quarantining and testing.
Procedures on Test Day:
1. Report only if you are feeling well and have not been in contact with anyone suspected of having Covid19. (See paragraph above.) (Please let us know if you are not coming)
2. Report to the front door 20 minutes before your scheduled test.
3. Masks are mandatory for all and must be worn at all times including skating and testing.
4. Only one coach per skater; no spectators.
5. Temperatures will be taken upon entering the building.
6. Put on your skates and leave your belongings in one of the marked areas on the bleachers.
7. At the end of the test, please take your belongings and leave immediately after so that the area can be
cleaned for subsequent skaters.
8. Locker rooms and Lower Lounge are closed. Skater must come dressed for the test.
9. Upper Lounge is open only to Judges and Test Committee members in completing testing duties only.
10. There will be no practice ice at the beginning of the day. The first skaters will be admitted at 7:30 am.
The first test will begin at 8 am following the first warm-up.
11. Everyone must maintain social distance.
12. Please use hand sanitizers.
13. When approaching judges before a moves test, maintain distance of 6-8 feet and wear mask at all
times..
14. Results will be brought to front door as soon as possible after the test. If you’re sitting in the parking
lot, please watch the front door for us.
Thank you for your cooperation and efforts to keep everyone safe and healthy. Skate well, have fun, good
luck on your tests.
Marcia Wiker, Test Chair

